Abstract: Granular materials are ubiquitous in nature and important in various applications such as road and railway engineering. Granular materials exhibit complicated mechanical behaviors, which are affected significantly by the irregular shape of particles. Currently, the discrete element method (DEM) has been accepted as an effective approach to investigate the mechanical behaviors of granular materials. However, there are scarce simulations based on DEM in literatures considering the irregularity of particle shape. A new method is proposed to simulate individual real particle with irregular shape using clump constituted by overlapping spheres. First, the geometric model of real particle with surface nodes and inner nodes is established through digitally processing the computerized tomography (CT) scanning data. Second, a clump consisting of spheres is generated to simulate the real particle using a minimum distance criterion. The criterion is implemented by tree optimization algorithm. Influential factors are also introduced to balance the model accuracy and computing cost. Effects of the influential factors, including the density of geometric grid and the minimum distance, on simulations are discussed. Results show that this new method is simpler and more efficient than the previous methods in terms of the model accuracy and computing cost.
Introduction
 Granular materials have been widely used in various engineering fields, e.g. railway ballast and roadbed. Granular materials consisting of real particles with irregular shape show complicated mechanical behaviors due to the discontinuity, existence and evolution of microstructures, which limit the application of the continuum mechanics model (CMM). The discrete element method (DEM) (Cundall, 1971; Cundall and Strack, 1979) can model individual particle directly, and overcome the limitation of macroscopic continuity of CMM (Xu et al., 2003; Procopio and Zavaliangos, 2005) . It is now accepted by researchers to study mechanical behaviors of granular materials from microscopic scale and to address engineering problems.
One of the unique features of real particle is its irregular shape (Taylor et al., 2006) . The irregularity of Doi: 10.3724/SP.J.1235 .2012 .00276 Corresponding author. Tel: +86-13397129120; E-mail: gaorui@whu.edu.cn Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (51178358) and the Key Project of Hubei Provincial Natural Science Foundation (2010CDA057) particle shape has significant influence on the granular assembly. The popular approach in DEM to consider the effect of particle shape is to simulate real particles as the clump by filling the particulate geometric space with basic spheres (Wang et al., 2007) . Specifically, there are two methods for filling based on sphere assembling. One is non-overlapping combination which means there is no overlap permitted between any two spheres (Matsushima et al., 2009 ), the other is overlapping combination. The early researches show that the overlapping combination seems to be more reasonable than the non-overlapping combination as voids in particle are excluded (Garcia et al., 2009) .
For any method attempting to capture the particle shape effect, there are mainly two factors to be considered, i.e. the precision of the clump compared with real particle, and the computing cost. Generally, when more spheres are used in a clump, the precision will be higher. However, the computing cost will also become higher. Therefore, it is necessary to balance the clump precision with computing cost. The algorithm to implement the generation of clump is very crucial for a "good" method.
A new modeling method based on overlapping combination has been proposed after reviewing different modeling methods. The new method simulates particle geometry in terms of geometric grids of real particles. A binary tree optimization algorithm program is developed using Visual C++ language. The model accuracy of clump and the computing cost are estimated. The results show that this new method is simpler and more efficient than previous methods (Itasca, 1996 (Itasca, , 1998 with fewer influential factors and less computation time.
Modeling method based on surface nodes and inner nodes
The geometric grids of real particles can be obtained in several ways, such as the three-dimensional (3D) stereo photograph, the computerized tomography (CT) scanning and the laser scanning (Bai et al., 2008; Latham et al., 2008) . In this study, an irregular particle is scanned by CT to obtain geometric grid characterized by the surface nodes and inner nodes. The binary tree algorithm is used to process the scanning images and obtain the particles edge coordinates. Then, the particles edge coordinates are read in ANSYS. Moreover, a grid is meshed automatically or artificially. Nodes at the edge of the grid are called surface nodes, other are inner nodes. Based on the geometric grid, the locations and radii of the generated spheres are determined to form the clump by seeking the minimum distance from inner node to arbitrary surface node using binary tree algorithm. The process is listed as follows. First, the spacings of inner nodes along coordinate axis, described as X max X min , Y max Y min , Z max Z min , are calculated. Then, a comparison is conducted to obtain the maximum axial spacing, which is defined as max(X max X min , Y max Y min , Z max Z min ). Third, the whole inner node group is divided into two parts according to the midvalue of the maximum axial spacing. If the number of node of each part is larger than 16, repeat the process until the number of inner nodes of each part is not greater than 16. Generally, when the number is greater than 16, the precision of the clump is too low. Each part has 16 nodes, which means 16 minimum distances D between arbitrary inner node and surface node can be obtained from each part. Thus, the minimum boundary sphere of each part can be figured out. Finally, the minimum distance min D between a surface node and a minimum boundary sphere can be determined.
In this process, if D is larger than min D that is considered as a threshold, the inner nodes in this minimum boundary sphere can be ignored; if D is smaller than
is then replaced by D. Repeat the process comparing with the remainder parts until the last minimum distance is obtained, and record it as min r , thus each inner node has a corresponding value min r . Because the binary tree algorithm does not need to calculate the distance from surface node to all inner nodes, the time of calculation is largely saved by the fast exclusive method, which is confirmed by this simulation test for a real particle.
The detailed process of sphere generation is shown in Fig. 1 . First, the minimum distance min r between each surface node and inner nodes is calculated by the binary tree algorithm. Then, a group of spheres, whose centers are located at inner nodes and their radii are the recorded minimum distances, are generated. The clump can approximately describe the irregular shape of the particle. Precision of the clump depends on the accuracy of geometric grid. The dominant factor in this method is the accuracy of grids (surface and inner grids). Moreover, the algorithm can avoid the limitation of iteration and the position of original sphere, because every node is calculated to obtain the minimum distance. The number of spheres is related to the accuracy of geometric grids and number of nodes. More nodes will make the representation of clump more accurate. However, more spheres in the clump mean that a larger amount of memory space and more time consumption are needed. Accordingly, a threshold value of the minimum radius lim R is introduced, and all those spheres with radius less than lim R will be deleted from the clump. lim R is a parameter controlling the accuracy of the clump. The smaller value of lim R is chosen, the more spheres will be included. To balance modeling accuracy and computing cost, reasonable value of lim R should be determined carefully. Generally, the size of the r min r min r min r min r min railway ballast particle is dozens of millimeters. In order to ensure the modeling accuracy, the value of lim R is set as 1-5 mm. For example, for a standard cube grid with 602 surface nodes and 729 inner nodes, when the value of lim R is chosen as 5 mm, the simulation result can be observed in Fig. 2. (a) Standard cube.
(b) Model. 
Influential factors on simulations

Effects of R lim
The threshold value of lim R controls the number of spheres in a clump. However, this method has its drawbacks. For instance, in order to capture the edges and corners of a clump, a small value of lim R should be used to obtain the reasonable result. However, for facets of particles, greater value of lim R will have obvious advantage. The surface simulated with greater value of lim R is smoother than the simulated result with smaller value of lim R , as shown in Fig. 3 . When lim R =1 mm, the model can simulate the edges and corners better than lim R =3 mm, however, the facet of particle simulation result is reversed. Obviously, a smaller value of lim R means more computing cost, so the balance between precision and computing cost should be considered carefully. According to Fig. 4 and Table 1 , it is clear that the number of the spheres reduces as the lim R increases. Consequently, the edge of standard cube degenerates gradually and the accuracy of surface edge is decreased. For a special case, there would be only one sphere generated in the clump. Therefore, sphere number and simulation accuracy are a pair of intrinsic contradiction.
Effects of density of geometric grid
Theoretically, various methods that use sphereassembly to obtain irregular particle model depend on the geometric grid. No matter what algorithms for implementation of sphere-assembly are used, the modeling methods based on sphere clump cannot violate the accuracy of geometric grid. Therefore, it is an important issue to obtain geometric grids of real particles in DEM.
Denser nodes in grid will present more information and more accurate geometric shape. For instance, a ballast is meshed with three densities, of which the node numbers are 8 309, 3 601 and 533, respectively. The accuracy is significantly different (Fig. 5(a) ). The corresponding discrete element models are shown in Fig. 5(b) under the same inner grid (inner node number is 1 261) and the same lim R value of 2 mm. It is evident that the clump shape is closer to the real ballast when the spacing of surface nodes becomes smaller but the inner node number and value of lim R keep constant. Especially, the clump accuracy is significantly controlled when the spacing between the nodes changes from less than lim 2R
to larger than lim 2R , which means that the point of concave-convex transfer is clear. The detailed parameters of the clumps are listed in Table 2 . As the modeling algorithm depends both on surface nodes and inner nodes, the quality and shape of inner grid also influence the quality of clump directly, because the inner grid determines the location of the generated sphere. To identify the influences of the density of inner nodes, three simulations were carried out for the same real ballast mentioned above, in the condition that surface node number is 3 601 and the value of lim R is 2 mm. The inner nodes generated are shown in Fig. 6(a) (for comparison, a 2D section which generated from 3D model is displayed), and the corresponding clumps are shown in Fig. 6(b) . The parameters of model are listed in Table 3 . It is known from Fig. 6 that the accuracy of model is increased with the increasing numbers of inner nodes and spheres. However, the increase in model accuracy is not linear with the number of nodes (both surface nodes and inner nodes). In other words, the model accuracy will increase slightly after the number of nodes reaches a certain value (usually 1 000), regardless of surface node or inner node. Therefore, it is understood that the model accuracy is increased as the density of nodes increases, and the number of spheres increases dramatically as well.
To build a high-quality model with fewer spheres, further study of the relation between grid and model accuracy is required. The surface grid represents the real shape of particle, and the denser surface node means that more precise particle shape will be modeled. But the surface grid does not determine the number of spheres. Therefore, a high-quality surface grid is needed. On the other hand, because the inner grid determines the number of spheres, the accuracy of inner grid should be considered carefully. A clump with higher accuracy and smaller number of spheres can be obtained by setting an inner grid which has lower density in middle part and higher density near the surface.
A mass of data is required and substantial loops are executed in the modeling process. The number of nodes determines the total time of model generation. As the minimum distance between each inner node and all surface nodes needs to be calculated, it is supposed to do more m times of distance evaluation and one comparison operation per adding one surface node, if the number of surface node is set as n and the number of inner nodes is m. Thus, more n times of distance calculations and one comparison operation per adding one inner node are needed. Evidently, increasing the surface nodes consumes more computation resources than increasing inner nodes. However, considering that the computation resources depend on the number of nodes and the denser surface grid can improve the model accuracy, it is proposed to adopt a more precise surface grid and a correctional inner grid for modeling. In this simulation, the computer has four CPUs with 2.67 GHz and 8 GB memory, and the total time of calculation is less than 4 s, which is faster than the traditional method (Ferellec and McDowell, 2008) . The time consumption caused by denser surface grid can be ignored compared to the consumption of computation resources in distance calculation.
Discussions and conclusions
Discussions
The proposed method relies on the accuracy of surface grid, inner grid and lim R . Therefore, a further study on how to determine these three factors will be of benefit. Besides, the inner particles of the clump obtained using the proposed method are unevenly distributed because of overlapping between spheres (Lu and McDowell, 2007) , which induces the divergence of inertial mechanical properties between the model and the prototype (Ferellec and McDowell, 2010) . Therefore, how to preserve the inertial properties of real particle is another issue.
Conclusions
Considering the existing discrete element modeling methods for irregular particles, two dominant factors which influence the modeling results are discussed. One is the density of surface nodes and inner nodes in geometric grid, the other is the modeling algorithm. For different modeling algorithms, one or more factors might be coupled.
A new modeling method based on surface and inner grids of real particles is proposed, and a parameter of the minimum radius lim R is introduced. Additionally, a binary tree optimization algorithm is employed to obtain the minimum distance. In this method, the influential factors involve the grid density and lim R . According to above analysis, the number of surface nodes and inner grids influences the modeling efficiency, but the number of spheres is determined mainly by inner grid. Therefore, an appropriate inner grid and a high precise surface grid are recommended during better modeling and economical computation resources.
